
B3 Summer Science Camp   2014        Prep Week 1 
 

Prep Wednesday 
Weller bring: boxes for tubes and waste, the Styrofoam coolers to use for ice buckets, carboy of Nanopure 
water.  
Clean benches 
Put down Bench paper 
Set up tube racks, micropipetters and tips, boxes for microfuge tubes labeled for the different sizes and 
waste boxes. 
Lay out notebooks, marking pens and writing pens.  
Set up microscopes in back of room.  
Set up a laptop (or 2?) in the back of the room for Web site viewing of information videos. Post the list of 
videos relevant to what we are studying.  
Set up a laptop in the hall for World Cup viewing.  

Prep Thursday - Hendersonville 
Bring water, sun screen, bug spray, snacks, first-aid kit, Benedryl cream as well as personal backpack, 
camera, lunch, gardening gloves. Print out directions. Collect chaperones.  
 

Weller PM: buy dry ice for tomorrow. Make up 5 Baggies_Sharpies for each group. Collect some 
Popsicle sticks and microfuge tubes, put in a Baggie for each group to collect fungus.  

Prep Friday - Crowders. 
Weller AM: collect chaperones, print out directions, break up dry ice and put in cooler in car, put some 
wet ice in another cooler in the car, get travel pack for dry ice and Baggies and Sharpies.  

Bring water, sun screen, bug spray, snacks, first-aid kit, Benedryl cream as well as personal backpack, 
camera, lunch, large cooler with dry ice, small travel pack for dry ice, Baggies, Sharpies.  

Weller PM: return samples to the -80 cooler.  

For next week check the following:  
Weller bring: boxes for tubes and waste, the Styrofoam coolers to use for ice buckets, carboy of Nanopure 
water. Autoclave and filter 2L of  Nanopure water to take in. Bring in food color, 5M KCL, 10% SDS, 
oil, corn syrup, glycerol if not found at OHS. 
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